Synopsis

A second volume of popular Spanish words and phrases. This second volume of Spanish terms will help you more easily communicate with native Spanish speakers at home or abroad. Just follow the illustrated prompts and read the English words out loud. Soon you’ll be speaking simple Spanish words and phrases well enough to be understood—such as, Is everybody happy? (Ace Tom Owes Cone 10 Toes?); or, What would you like? (Kay Key Ed Ace?). The simple icons are easy to follow and this pocket-sized guide is easy to carry with you. It will give you the basic words and phrases you need either while traveling or here at home—asking directions, ordering food at a restaurant, shopping. And most of all... it’s just plain fun!
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Customer Reviews

Easy and fun reference book to learn phrases. However, the full speed, inflections and nuances of truly speaking Spanish, cannot be fully attained with this guide alone. Worth the money and time to study what this book offers.

The book make it so easy to understand and speak Spanish. Where was this book years ago? I even have the accent down packed. I highly recommend this book.

A latino, if gracious, can understand. It is a fun way to communicate with those around that are non-English speaking.
This is more a fun book than a true learn Spanish but my kids really benefited from the phonetic spelling.

Given as a gift. I assume they enjoyed it.
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